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HiFuture FutureMate headphones (black)
Do  you  lead  an  active  lifestyle?  Don't  slow  down  and  discover  headphones  that  keep  up  with  you!  The  open,  wireless  design  with
connection at  the back of  your  head will  keep you comfortable  during the most  intense workouts  and keep the headphones in  place.
Active  noise  cancellation,  on  the  other  hand,  will  effectively  separate  you  from  the  noise  and  allow  you  to  talk  on  the  phone  in  any
conditions. In addition, the long operating time and IPX5 water resistance are perks that allow you to enjoy full freedom!
 
Phone calls without interference
Are you working out at the gym and waiting for an important call? Noise can make it difficult to talk. FutureMate are equipped with a dual
microphone and support ENC noise cancellation, so you can talk in any conditions without worrying that you or your caller will miss the
most important thing.
 
Active all day long
FutureMate can accompany you almost all day long. The headphones use a powerful rechargeable battery, giving them up to 8 hours of
battery life. What's more, they support fast charging, so you'll have them ready for more hours with your favorite music or podcasts in no
time. 
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Open design
Take care of your hearing and discover the comfort of FutureMate headphones. Thanks to their open design, they fit in any ear and won't
fall  out,  making  them  ideal  for  people  who  like  to  listen  to  music  during  workouts.  What's  more,  they  don't  cause  uncomfortable
pressure, even when you use them for hours during the day. And the safety? Headphones of this type are completely safe for hearing.
 
Splash-proof
Running  in  the  rain  or  a  demanding  workout?  Let  the  music  keep  you  energized.  You  don't  have  to  worry  about  your  headphones.
FutureMate are IPX5 splash resistant, so they won't be harmed by contact with sweat or raindrops. 
 
Wireless and seamless connection
A stable,  fast  and hassle-free connection is  provided by Bluetooth version 5.3.  Simply connect the headphones to the audio source of
your choice and enjoy your favorite music or phone calls at a distance of up to 10 meters. Enjoy the freedom that FutureMate will give
you.
 
Included
Headphones 
Charging cable
Manual
	Manufacturer
	HiFuture
	Model
	FutureMate
	Color
	Black 
	Wireless connectivity (TWS BUDS)
	Bluetooth 5.2
	Audio decoding
	[SBC AAC"]
	ENC/ANC
	ENC support
	Playback time
	Up to 8 hours
	Waterproof
	IPX5
	Operation
	Button

Preço:

Antes: € 30.996

Agora: € 22.00
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